A bit of History

Angel Falls

(Pemon language: Kerepakupai Vená,
meaning "waterfall of the deepest place", or
Parakupá Vená, meaning "the fall from the highest
point") is the world's highest uninterrupted waterfall,
with a height of 979 metres (3,212 ft) and a plunge of
807 metres (2,648 ft). The waterfall drops over the
edge of the Auyantepui mountain in the Canaima
National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site in the
Gran Sabana region of Bolívar State. The height figure
979 metres (3,212 ft) mostly consists of the main
plunge but also includes about 400 metres (0.25 mi)
of sloped cascade and rapids below the drop and a
30-metre (98 ft) high plunge downstream of the talus
rapids. The Falls are..
along a fork of the Rio Kerepacupai Meru which
flows into the Churun River, a tributary of the
Carrao River, itself a tributary of the Orinoco River.
The waterfall has been known as the "Angel Falls"
since the Mid-20th century; they are named after
Jimmie Angel, a US aviator, who was the first
person to fly over the falls. Angel's ashes were
scattered over the falls on 2 July 1960.
The
common Spanish name Salto Ángel derives from his
surname
According to accounts of Venezuelan explorer Ernesto Sánchez
La Cruz, he spotted the falls in 1912, but he did not publicize
his discovery. Cruz possibly saw the Montoya Falls in the Sierra
Pacaraima region,which are more than 500 metres (1,600 ft)
tall. They were not known to the outside world until American
aviator Jimmie Angel flew over them on 16 November 1933 on
a flight while he
was searching for a valuable
ore bed.

Canaima National Park, Venezuela
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… Returning on 9 October 1937, Angel tried to land
his Flamingo monoplane El Río Caroní atop Auyantepui, but the plane was damaged when the wheels
sank into the marshy ground. Angel and his three
companions, including his wife Marie, were forced to
descend the tepui on foot. It took them 11 days to
make their way back to civilization by the gradually
sloping back side, but news of their adventure
spread and the waterfall was named Angel Falls in
his honor. The name of the waterfall—"Salto
Angel"—was first published on a Venezuelan
government map in December 1939.
Angel's plane remained on top of the tepui for 33
years before being lifted out by helicopter. It was
restored at the Aviation Museum in Maracay and
now sits outdoors on the front of the airport at
Ciudad Bolívar.
The first recorded person of European descent to
reach the base of the falls was Latvian explorer
Aleksandrs Laime. He reached the falls alone in
1946. He was the first to reach the upper side of
falls in the late 1950s, by climbing on the back side
where the slope is not vertical. He also reached
Angel's plane 18 years after the crash landing. On
November 1055, he announced to Venezuelan
newspaper El Nacional that this stream without any
known local name should be called after a Latvian
river, Gauja. The same year, this name was
registered in the National Cartographic Institution
of Venezuela. There are no convincing proofs that
indigenous Pemon people had named the local
streams, as Auyán-tepui was considered to be a
dangerous place and was not visited by the
indigenous people. However, lately the Pemon
name Kerep is used as well.

Jimmie Angel and his wife Marie

Aleksander Laime by his shelter in Aonda Island
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Laime was also the first to clear a trail that leads
from the Churun River to the base of the falls. On
the way is a viewpoint commonly used to capture
the falls in photographs. It is named Mirador Laime
in his honor. This trail is used now mostly for
tourists, to lead them from the Isla Ratón camp to
the small clearing. The official height of the falls was
determined by a survey carried out by an expedition
organized and financed by American journalist Ruth
Robertson on 13 May 1949.The first known attempt
to climb the face of the cliff was made in 1968
during the wet season. It failed because of slippery
rock. In 1969, a second attempt was made during
the dry season. This attempt was thwarted by lack of
water and an overhang 120 metres (400 ft) from the
top. The first climb to the top of the cliff was
completed on 13 January 1971. The climbers
required nine and a half days to ascend and one and
a half

One of our groups with the Rio Caroni
Airplane outside Ciudad Bolivar airport

Ruth Robertson Expedition, May 1949

A group of Latvians posing at Laime’s
tomb in Aonda Island

Your tour!

Your Expedition to Angel Falls

starts with an
early flight from either Ciudad Bolivar or Puerto Ordaz
airports with a one hour flight with breathtaking views
of Guri Lake Caroni river and the dense jungle of the
northern part of Canaima National Park ..
Once you land in the park, your tour guide will
welcome you and take you to your lodge to get ready
for your experience of a lifetime.
Our standard tour includes the following :
Angel Falls River Expedition:
Our river expedition starts at Mayupa pier where we
will take a motorized dugout canoe to the bottom of
Angel Falls.
The first stop will be in the Mayupa Savannah where it
will be necessary to walk whilst the canoe crosses the
wild rapids. (Approx 40 mins easy)
Next we will see the Happiness Falls from the canoe as
we navigate onto the Carrao river passing by the
Aonda Canyon with spectacular views of the rainforest
and the North Eastern walls of Auyan Tepuy.
Finally we follow the Churum river which is a wilder
experience but our experienced captain will maneuver
to complete at least 6 different rapids that will end at
the Devil’s throat which is surrounding the tallest…

First views of Angel Falls from the boat

Arriving in a Cessna 206
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…Waterfall on earth: Angel Falls.

Once we reach Ratoncito Island, our guide will prepare
us for a one hour hike in the jungle (Approx 40 mins
easy & 20 mins moderate steep) down to the Mirador
Laime.
You will need your hands for this section so ensure you
have something to carry your water and a head lamp for
the way back as sometimes it gets dark earlier. This is
probably the only part where you will need walking
shoes.
Depending on the waterfalls conditions, your tour guide
will take you to the pool of the falls. It can be quite
slippery and the rocks are sharp so please take extra
caution and be careful. Don’t miss a selfie in the pool
with the cascade behind you (if you have a waterproof
camera).
You will hike back to the camp located in Ratoncito
Island for your overnight stay. Your tour guide will
explain how to sleep more comfortably in a hammock.

Canaima Lagoon & Sapo Falls
Ride a motorized dugout canoe onto Canaima Lagoon passing by the
amazing Ucaima, Wadaima, Golondrina and Hacha Falls. You will reach the beach
of Anatoly Island, from here you will take an easy hike for about 30 minutes to
Sapo Falls. Once we get there we will feel the power of nature and walk
underneath the gushing water. You will get soaking wet!
Your guide will protect your electronics devices with a waterproof bag.

Your tour!

Auyán-tepui

is a tepui in Bolívar
state, Venezuela. It is the most visited
and one of the largest (but not the
highest) tepuis in the Guiana Highlands,
with a summit area of 666.9 km2 (257.5
sq mi) and an estimated slope area of
715 km2 (276 sq mi).The uneven,
heart-shaped summit plateau of Auyántepui is heavily inclined, rising from
around 1,600 metres (5,200 ft) in the
northwest to a maximum of 2,450 m
(8,040 ft) in the southeast. It is incised
from the north by a vast valley, the

Cañón del Diablo (Devil's
Canyon), formed by the Churún

River. The larger western portion of the
plateau is partially forested, whereas
the eastern part comprises mostly bare
rock with only patchy vegetation cover.
The mountain hosts a number of
Auyánextensive cave systems.





74 Kms by boat One Way to Angel Falls
3 kms by foot to Laime’s view point
Canaima Lagoon: 420 masl
Angel Falls: 650 masl

tepui gives its name to the Auyán
Massif, which also includes the tiny
peaks of Cerro El Sol and Cerro La Luna
to the north, and the satellite mountain
of Uaipán-tepui to the south. The massif
has a total summit area of roughly 670
km2 (260 sq mi) and an estimated slope
area of 795 km2 (307 sq mi).It is
situated entirely within the bounds of
Canaima National Park. Auyántepui means "Devil's House" in the local
Pemón language.
Around 25 species of amphibians
and reptiles are known from the summit
plateau of Auyán-tepui,as well as
numerous birds.Like many tepuis, the
mountain hosts a rich assemblage of
flora.

Your tour!

Views of Sapo Falls in Wet and Dry seasons

Waterfalls of Canaima Lagoon

Your tour!

Canaima Lagoon, Kurun and Kusari Tepuys

Canoe ride onto Carrao River to Angel Falls

Deep in the jungle

Wey Tepuy seen from Aonda Canyon

Getting into the Devil’s Throat

Red waters of Churum River

Your tour!

Hammocks front of Angel Falls

Rooty Trail to the view point

Breakfast at the shelter

Chicken BBQ

FAQ’s

Our Director Ben Rodriguez answers the FAQ’s:
1) Malaria, Yellow Fever & tropical diseases, will they be a problem?

A.- Not at all, at least not in the areas where we will take you to; however, it does not mean that nothing is
going to happen. Malaria, yellow fever and all tropical diseases are well-identified in certain areas, and surely
we would not run tours in those areas. We might consider to do so, if local authorities call the areas clean.
We suggest checking with your personal doctor for a professional advice as to what vaccination to take and
other things you should know when visiting tropical countries.

2) What can we do with our bags? Where can we store our luggage in this tour?

A.-The official luggage restrictions are clearly stated in your final program, and they vary depending on the
airlines. If you are over packed because you are heading to multiple destinations before or after hitting
Venezuela, our staff can help you with that on arrival or along the tour. We could accommodate your extra
luggage upon prior request (subject to availability). Our airport / transfer staff can store your bags for you
for a small fee which could be paid directly to them (our staff).
For Canaima National park you can take maximum 12 kilos per person and a small hand luggage of 4 kilos.

3) What happens if I don’t see my driver or tour guide at the airport.

First thing you should do, don’t panic.! They know time keeping is important. Give them a call or look for
them among the crowd, sometimes they are just besides you! I also create a whatsapp group including
almost everybody involved in your travel plan. In Canaima, say that you are with Osprey Expeditions /
Benjamin and you will be assisted straight away. I got many friends there who will be happy to take care of
you, please feel free to give me a call or contact me via whatsapp.

4) How small/ big are the groups?

Group size: 4 minimum/ 6 max. The boat size is for maximum 12 people.
Cessna 206 is for 5 passengers + pilot. Jetstream (when available) is for 18 passengers.

5) Are mosquito nets provided?

Yes, but they are not really necessary when you sleep by the falls. The temperature is cool at night and the
mosquitos are not really a burden. You need mosquito repellent for the rest of the trip, don’t expect a cloud
of bugs to start chasing you to put some lotion on, try to do so all the time.

6) How hot is during the day? How cold is at night?

Temperatures in Canaima changes by the minute and it is quite hard to determine how it will be like by the
time you will be there. However, here are some references for you: By midday be ready to experience even
above 40 celsius degrees, at night it can go as low as 12 celsius. Rain season: May through November. Dry
season: December through early April.
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6) Do our guides/ staff in the tour speak English? Tipping? How much should I give
them as tip?
Tour guides and staff in Canaima National Park speak limited English. They are able to talk, give out instructions and
information of mostly all activities stated in your travel plan. As a personal advice, it is always good if you can encourage
them to improve their language skills by asking as much as you need/ want to know about the Park and Pemon Culture.
The more enthusiastic you seem or sound to them, the better for them to speak out more. Tipping is not mandatory but
it is important for you to reward their efforts, that will make them happy and you will surely help with their personal
finances as the life in the park is expensive (everything is flown in) and their incomes are low to actually afford basic
needs in a big family. If you decided to grant any tips, please ensure you tip the whole team, including: The tour guide,
the Captain and his assistant. Give it personally in their hands to avoid any confusions.
Amounts suggested: Tour Guide US$ 10 per person / Captain & assistant US$ 10 per person

7) I have never slept in a hammock. Will that be a problem?

I don’t think so, it is only one night. Ask your tour guide to show you how to do that. Sleep across and make the
hammock take the shape of your body to avoid any pain on your back. I have not even a single complaint in 14 years of
service. I know you will be just fine. If you have bad back problems, please let me know with some time in advance, so I
can make the proper changes.

9) Do we get wet in the tour? Do you provide rain ponchos?

Yes, you will get wet in the waterfalls, boat, crossing river and more. We don’t provide rain ponchos, but they can be
acquired in Canaima. We suggest bringing your own from home as there is slight chance they might be out of them,
sometimes it is good to play safe and get it prior to come.

10) Have you been in the tour? How knowledgeable are you about it?

Yes, I actually lived in Canaima and guided more than 60 Angel Falls Expeditions and many other tours in the park. I
know most of the guides in Canaima; some have left already, some still work there and some are the new generation. I
know them all. Having lived there is an advantage, you get to know their culture, location, places and of course the tour
itself. I am proud to say I belong to the Old School of guides in Canaima National Park. My favorite place in the park is the
Phantom Cave in Aprada Tepuy and I personally think Angel Falls Expedition is a real deal, one of the greatest things you
can do in South America, you really go deep in the middle of nowhere, you just purchased one of the best trips of your
life for sure!
Those days here, there &
everywhere as a Tour guide in
Venezuela.
Left: Showing a Macaw to my
customers, 1998.
Right: Sharing with 2
colleagues in the pool of Angel
Falls (white shirt), 2000.
Good times!

